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ABSTRACT
An increasing number of children in the United States are challenged by
childhood obesity. In addition to the environmental factors associated with eating
and food choices, television and other sedentary activities are considered
significant contributors to the epidemic. Big Top Fitness is a new interactive
television program that aims to get child viewers physically active and on their
feet while watching television. The program utilizes seven features of an
interactive television show originally developed by Dan Anderson, Angela
Santomero, and Alice Wilder in the creation of Blue’s Clues. Using a sample of
50 three to five-year-old children at two school sites, this study examined the
extent to which the program promoted imitation of physical movements. The
results showed that physical movement was imitated at one school site for two
episodes of the program. The role of interactive television programs, such as Big
Top Fitness, in promoting physical activity and implications for future research
are discussed.
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Introduction
In September 2010, it was estimated that 114.9 million American homes
had an average of 2.93 televisions in them (The Nielsen Company, 2010).
Although many people access information from computers and the Internet, these
statistics show evidence that televised coverage could be the most immediate
form of media for the American population. Approximately 99% of American
children grow up in a household with a television (Rideout, Vanderwater, &
Wartella, 2003). In their 2003 Kaiser Family Foundation Report, Rideout,
Vanderwater, and Wartella discovered that “children six and under spend an
average of two hours a day using screen media, about the same amount of time
they spend playing outside, and well over the amount they spend reading or being
read to” (p. 4). With the advent of 24-hour preschool cable channels including
PBS Kids Sprout, making public television programs for children accessible
around the clock, there are numerous television shows being created and aired for
a preschool audience. At the time of this writing, however, there is no national
television program specifically addressing a child’s physical wellness.
Television and Childhood Obesity
In 1996 the Surgeon General, Audrey F. Manley, published a report on
physical activity and health. The report focused on the importance of physical
activity in order to maintain a healthy weight and lifestyle. It also shares obesity
statistics in America and acknowledges that there is a “high prevalence of obesity
in the United States” (Manley, 1996, p. 13). Obesity is a result of “low levels of
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activity, resulting in fewer kilocalories used than consumed” (1996, p. 13).
Adults not only prepare and provide food for the young they take care of, they
also establish eating patterns and trends for their children. Childhood obesity has
doubled in the last 20 years (Ogden, Flegal, Carroll & Johnson, 2002) and
possibly because of the poor eating habits children are inheriting from their
culture and their caregivers. Childhood obesity is associated with a high number
of physical health risks including hypertension, sleep apnea, diabetes and asthma
as well orthopedic and metabolic diseases (Freedman, Dietz, Srinivasan, &
Berenson, 1999; Must & Strauss, 1999). Ultimately, this has an impact on a
child’s weight through development and adulthood (Whitaker, Wright, Pepe,
Seidel, & Dietz, 1997).
Regular physical activity is necessary in the growth of a child particularly
for skeletal development and achieving and maintaining peak bone mass. It also
lowers the mortality rate for both older and younger adults (Manley, 1996). Motor
development in young children becomes more refined and sophisticated with age.
At 3 years of age children can jump with both feet and walk or run in straight
lines (Shaffer & Kipp, 2007, p. 211). Recommendations for the amount of time
children should be physically active differ from country to country. In the United
Kingdom, children are encouraged to participate in 60 minutes of physical activity
a day while Canada encourages 30 minutes of activity and a decrease of sedentary
activities (American Academy of Pediatrics, 2010). Though the American
Academy of Pediatrics does not specifically state how much time children should
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be active, they do encourage play as a form of exercise for preschool-aged
children:
Free play should be encouraged with emphasis on fun, playfulness,
exploration, and experimentation while being mindful of safety and
proper supervision. Preschool-aged children should take part in
unorganized play, preferably on flat surfaces with few variables
and instruction limited to a show-and-tell format. Appropriate
activities might include running, swimming, tumbling, throwing,
and catching. Preschoolers should also begin walking tolerable
distances with family members. (2010, p. 1838)
In addition to the environmental factors associated with eating and food
choices, television and other sedentary activities are considered significant
contributors to childhood obesity. Sedentary activities not only include watching
television, but also reading, playing video games, and computer usage. Sedentary
activities encompass those in which the participant is sitting and, therefore, not
being physically active. Sedentary lifestyles are particularly common in high
crime areas, possibly because of the danger associated with engaging in the
outside environment (Schwarz, Garrett, Hampsey, & Thompson, 2007).
Krishnamoorthy, Hart, and Jelalian (2006) also consider the quality of school
lunch and physical education and the design of the physical community
environment as contributing factors to childhood obesity in urban neighborhoods.
Technology has continued to evolve throughout the past several decades.
Perhaps it is this evolution of technological culture in America that continues to
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influence the increase in obesity in children. New video gaming programs such as
the Wii Fit and the Xbox Kinect are among the few programs that promote
physical activity amongst users. Television watching, more specifically, is not
known to reduce physical activity, but children who do not participate in regular
physical activity and watch a lot of television are more likely to be obese (Grund,
Krause, Siewers, Rieckert, & Muller, 2001).
In 2005, the Institute of Medicine published the results of a study stating
that “children who watch 5 hours of television per day are 4.6 times as likely to be
obese than those watching no television or up to 2 hours daily” (Krishnamoorthy,
Hart, & Jelalian, 2006, p. 12). This led to a recommended viewing time of no
more than 2 hours daily by The American Academy of Pediatrics. This 2-hour
time limit could encompass all screen activities including video gaming and
computer usage. In 2001, the American Academy of Pediatrics Committee on
Public Education recommended that no child under the age of 2 watch any
television at all. In the report Children, Adolescents, and Television, they
recommend that parents support “more interactive activities that will promote
proper brain development, such as talking, playing, singing, and reading together”
(2001, p. 424).
Television could be an enormous part of a young, American child’s day.
Despite the potential negative health side effects, trends provide evidence that
young children will continue to be a major television audience. It is imperative to
harness this medium for positive development. Being that young viewers are so
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great in number, television makes it possible to reach out to many children at one
time in order to promote physical activity and a healthy lifestyle.
What kind of television program could promote this lifestyle? The most
recently developed programs for preschool children are considered interactive in
style. These programs include Blue’s Clues (Kessler, 1996) and Dora the
Explorer (Gifford & Walsh, 2000). They mimic the interactive nature of video
and computer games by facilitating an activity, requesting a response from the
viewer, and responding to the viewer in a generic manner with the assumption
that the child is fully participating.
Big Top Fitness
Big Top Fitness was created based on research of successful interactive
television programs. The research studied, presents seven key features of an
interactive television show for children. These features are: direct address to the
audience/speaking through the television, pause for viewer response, auditory
clues, going from easier to harder in one episode, hosts that are “energetic in a
characteristically childlike manner” (Anderson, 2004, p. 259), the invitation to
participate, and repetition. Big Top Fitness is the subject of this thesis and made
possible by the financial support of the Fred Rogers Memorial Scholarship,
mentoring from members of the Academy of Television, and academic support
and advisement from members of the Tufts University community.
Big Top Fitness is a series of interstitials that encourage young viewers,
ages 3 through 5, to get active and on their feet while watching TV. I began
developing this project by formulating a target audience, a mission, and character
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hosts. There are two characters in Big Top Fitness, Dot and Ham. These
characters model each body movement and encourage the viewer to participate.
After clearly defining what the program would do, I decided to develop an
outline of what would happen during the program and what it would look like by
addressing the seven key features of interactive television for children. The
literature on both interactive television and imitation provided substantial support
when devising the scripts for the program. The scripts utilize the research as a
formula for interactive television.
Currently, interactive television programs for children primarily support
language and academic (science, math, and literacy) development in viewers.
There is no program on television right now that specifically supports either a
performing arts curriculum or physical education. The curriculum used to develop
the series was the New York City Department of Education’s Blueprint for
Teaching and Learning in Theatre (2005). Because the curriculum specifically
encourages viewers to get up and be active, it serves both the arts and physical
purpose of the program. The episodes are each based on a specific part of the
Blueprint.
Episode 1: Stretch!
Activities: Leg wiggles, arm stretch, arm circles, shoulder rolls,
hip rolls, big body/small body, butterfly, jogging, shake down
Curriculum Goals:
Respond to and incorporate directions
Create and mirror shapes and movements with the
television characters
Episode 2: Animal Shapes
Activities: Penguin, Monkey, Giraffe, Frog, Kangaroo, Crab, and
Elephant
Curriculum Goals:
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Create and imitate human, inanimate, and animal characters
Use the body in a variety of movements that show an
understanding of size, shape, weight, and spatial
relationships of high, medium, and low
Episode 3: Balance Teamwork
Activities: Tree, Airplane, Lean, Lean and Sit, Lean Away
Curriculum Goals:
Demonstrate sensitivity to the physical safety of self and
others
Demonstrate physical self-control in gross and fine motor
skills
Episode 4: Clowning Around
Activities: “How do you do?” classic clown routine with one
another, then with viewer
Curriculum Goals:
Sustain focus in the imaginary world of the activity
Use the body and face to create and react to imaginary
conditions
Episode 5: Throw, Throw, Catch, Catch
Activities: Arm warm up, Scarf passing (team juggling), Individual
single scarf movement, individual juggling (2 scarves), scarf
blowing
Curriculum Goals:
Demonstrate an understanding of how physical
environment and the elements impact behavior
Use the body in a variety of movements that show an
understanding of size, shape, weight, and spatial
relationships of high, medium, and low
The success of this project will be measured by how many children
actually respond physically to the television characters. The purpose of this
research project is to evaluate the effectiveness and appeal of Big Top Fitness.
This thesis investigates:
-Can interactive television motivate children to engage in physical
activity?
-Which features of interactive television do children prefer?
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Literature Review
Interactivity on Television
In the 1950’s The Howdy Doody Show (Muir, 1947) gained popularity
among American children. At the beginning of each episode, Buffalo Bob asked
the children what time it was, to which the reply was always, “It’s Howdy Doody
time!” Television programs such as Mister Rogers’ Neighborhood (Rogers, 1968)
followed. Mister Rogers would sometimes ask viewers, or “neighbors” as he
called them, how they were feeling or about certain experiences they had had.
These conversations between host and viewer were informal in nature and
stylistically commonplace in children’s programming.
In 1995 a young Nickelodeon researcher first proposed the idea of a
strategic and formulated interactive television experience. With the assistance of
Dan Anderson and Alice Wilder, Angela Santomero began developing the Blue’s
Clues series to promote audience participation and interaction by mimicking the
interactive style of computer games. Since the debut of that program, many series
have adopted the Blue’s Clues model, fostering a different kind of viewing
experience for young children at home. Most recently, these series include Dora
the Explorer, Go, Diego, Go! (Gifford, 2005), Ni Hao Kai Lan (Harrington,
2008), and parts of Yo Gabba Gabba (Rivkin, 2007). In the article “From
attention to comprehension: How children watch and learn from television,”
Huston, Bickham, Lee and Wright state that:
The early models of television effects, which implied a passive
child being manipulated by the media environment, long ago gave
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way to models of a child who uses, processes, and makes decisions
about when and how they watch television. At a more microscopic
level, they make moment-to-moment decisions about when to
attend, when to look away, and when to monitor for sound for an
interesting moment. They integrate and interpret content
according to the intellectual skills and schemata that they posses.
(2007, p. 48)
The academic research and summative evaluations supporting interactive
television programs highlight seven important characteristics and formal features
that promote interaction and imitation. These features are: direct address to the
audience/speaking through the television, pause for viewer response, auditory
clues, going from easier to harder in one episode, hosts that are “energetic in a
characteristically childlike manner” (Anderson, 2004, p. 259), the invitation to
participate, and repetition. Formal features are specific and notable parts of a
show and include “activity, camera cuts, auditory changes, intermittent music, and
special effects” (Singer & Singer, 1990, p. 185). They can guide children’s
attention to the program and “can also serve as guides helping children distinguish
important from unimportant content” (Huston, Bickham, Lee, & Wright, 2007, p
52). When analyzing experience with television viewing by Blue’s Clues
audience members, Crawley and colleagues hypothesized that “experienced
viewers may be able to use these features to guide their attention” (2002, p. 267).
In the study “Do children learn how to watch television? The impact of
extensive experience with Blue’s Clues on preschool children’s television viewing
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behavior,” Crawley and colleagues (2002) conclude that “although preschoolers
learn to enthusiastically engage in overt audience participation, they do not, by
and large, have a metacognitive understanding of why they do so” (Crawley,
Anderson, Santomero, Wilder, Williams Evans, & Bryant, 2002, p. 278).
Imitation vs. Interaction
Although the creators of these television programs may hope that
children’s engagement is a measure of their learning, what is really occurring is
imitation. Chartrand and Bargh begin their discussion of imitation by quoting the
old saying “monkey see, monkey do.” They consider imitation to be part of a
“chameleon effect,” that “the act of perceiving another person’s behavior creates a
tendency to behave similarly oneself” (1999, p. 893). Liepelt and Brass take this
thinking a step further by proposing that “as long as an action is perceived as
biologically possible and is executed by an intentional agent, physical plausibility
seems to be ignored” (2010, p. 71). If both of these ideas are true, television has
huge potential to support imitation in physical movements. If a child then sees a
performer on television, it should prompt her to automatically imitate the
behaviors exemplified on the screen.
Longo and Bertenthal (2009) decided to test the ideas of the Liepelt and
Brass theory. They proposed that a child would imitate actions of another human;
however, Liepelt and Brass wanted to challenge the idea of “human bias.” Human
bias is a term coined by Press, Gillmeister, and Heyes (2007). They state that
human bias is evident when “mirroring is stronger following perceived actions of
humans than of non-human actors” (Longo and Bertenthal, 2009, p. 739). Longo
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and Bertenthal measured children’s imitations to a human hand and a non-human
hand (computer generated). They recorded a majority of automatic imitation
amongst their participants, however, “the amount of mirroring is reduced-but is
not eliminated-for non-human actors” (2009, p. 742). This would support the idea
that in television, imitation amongst young viewers is highest when there is a live
human at work on the screen.
Direct Address to the Audience/Talking Through the Television
In the program Blue’s Clues the host, Steve or Joe, talks both to the
characters on screen and to the viewers at home. This direct address allows the
host to engage the viewer in the action that is happening on screen. Anderson
(2004) argues that successful television hosts break the fourth wall (the invisible
space that separates the television action from the viewer) and talk directly to the
audience.
Mister Rogers is another example of a host who spoke directly to the
viewer. He would ask questions of his audience and invite them to travel with him
around the neighborhood. Anderson states that he “broke the fourth wall and
talk(ed) directly to the audience…formed a direct relationship with the audience”
(2004, p. 259). It is possible that this direct relationship fosters trust and
familiarity between the host and the child viewer. It is possible that trust and
familiarity fostered through a direct relationship with the television host could
allow for greater interaction while viewing.
Pause for Viewer Response
While watching Blue’s Clues, one might notice that the host will pause for
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a period of time after asking a question or searching for a clue. This time is
provided in order to allow the viewer to respond. The pause for viewer response
explicitly included in Blue’s Clues was developed in order to provide “a period of
time sufficient for young children to process the information and attempt to solve
the problem” (Crawley, et al., 2002, p. 265). The amount of time included in the
program was determined through formative research with preschoolers (Crawley,
et al., 2002).
The research and creative team on Dora the Explorer not only include this
pause in their program to allow the viewer time to respond, but also to model
“strategies like stopping to think” (Diaz-Wionczek, Lovelace, & Cortes, 2009, p.
205). It is unclear as to whether this pause is meant to mimic the amount of time
given to a child in a classroom by a teacher, or if it is used to promote the concept
of thought processing to be translated by the child in real world experiences such
as school.
Auditory Clues
Anderson measured children’s viewing by how often and long they looked
at the screen. He noticed a large number of children increased their looking when
they heard children’s voices and peculiar voices. He emphasized, “children’s
attention is very strongly cued by the audio” (Anderson, 2004, p. 249).
Moments of silence are important in a show for children as well. The
Singers (1990) found that children watching Mister Rogers moved away from the
television to play but listened to the show as they played. They state, “children
must be allowed to remove their gaze from the TV screen in order to process the
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content, repeat the phrases to themselves, and internalize the material” (Singer &
Singer, 1990, p. 185). Anderson identifies attentional inertia as the “deepened
engagement with television that begins when a viewer initiates a look at the TV,
reaching a state of engagement after about 15 seconds of continuous looking that
further deepens as the look continues” (Hayes, 2008, p. 46). The viewer is in a
calm state where she is more likely to learn the show’s content and less likely to
be distracted (Anderson, 2004, p. 253).
Go from Easier to Harder
In the book Nickelodeon Nation, Angela Santomero (the creator of Blue’s
Clues) describes the philosophy behind the show. She explains that the
pedagogical technique of scaffolding played a role in the curriculum development
of the televisions program. Scaffolding is a term often used in reference to
curriculum and curriculum planning in education. Scaffolding is associated with
Vygotsky’s theory of development; however, scaffolding is not a term that he
originated. Scaffolding has its roots in Vygotsky’s zone of proximal development.
It is described as the “role of teachers and others in supporting the learner’s
development and providing support structures to get to that next stage or level”
(Raymond, 2000, p. 176). Santomero states that this “layering is inherent in the
script and design of each game” (Anderson, 2004, p 257). Nickelodeon has since
adopted this philosophy or design in the creation of new programming.
On Blue’s Clues, problems become more difficult to solve throughout one
episode. During this time, the male host (either “Steve” or “Joe”) acts as an
encouraging adult who is assisting with the solving of the problem. When creating
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a television show for children, it is not possible to determine if an adult will watch
with the intended young viewers. Children’s educational programs such as
Sesame Street (Cooney,1969), Mister Rogers Neighborhood, The Electric
Company (Fowler, 2006), and Blue’s Clues provide an adult to assist in the
development of learning. Is it possible a young viewer’s learning is more
successful with a television adult than no adult at all?
Hosts That Are "Energetic in a Characteristically Childlike Manner"
Interactive programs such as Mister Roger’s Neighborhood, Picture Pages
(Cosby, 1984), aspects of Reading Rainbow (Burton, 1983), and, more recently,
Blue’s Clues and Yo Gabba Gabba have adult hosts who are “energetic in a
characteristically childlike manner” (Anderson, 2004, p. 259). These hosts are all
live action as well: Mister Rogers, Bill Cosby, LeVar Burton, Steve and Joe, and
DJ Lance. With the more recent prominence of animation, there are a greater
number of hosts who are animated children. Dora Marquez, the animated host of
Dora the Explorer, is characterized as “an intelligent, inquisitive, active,
determined, bilingual, problem-solving female” (Diaz-Wionczek, Lovelace &
Cortes, 2009, p. 206). One might question which kind of host is more effective:
the live-action adult or the animated child.
Anderson argues that successful hosts are “always doing something”
which fosters attention through visual action (Anderson, 2004, pp. 258-259).
Mister Rogers exemplified this idea at the start of each episode. While singing the
opening theme, he would change from suit jacket to sweater and dress shoes to
sneakers. These visual actions not only kept the child viewer engaged, but they
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also helped the viewer distinguish what was happening: Mister Rogers was
entering his home and changing from his outside clothes to his more comfortable
home clothes. One might argue that visual action on Dora the Explorer occurs
more often in the setting of each scene, as this is the subject of each episode’s
exploration. It is possible that there is less character-driven action due to the fact
that Dora is animated.
The Invitation to Participate
In a study of the impact that experience with Blue’s Clues has had on
children’s television viewing behavior, Crawley and colleagues emphasize the
importance of the invitation to participate. The character on the show, in this case
Steve, “invites the audience to overtly provide information and answers” (2002, p.
265). The show uses child voiceovers to provide the correct answer with the
intention that viewers will learn the answer from these children or answer with
them. In this same study, Crawley et al. compared interactions with Blue’s Clues
to interactions with the Cartoon Network/Sesame Workshop program Big Bag
(Elias-Bamberger, 1996). They state, “there were fewer overall interactions [on
Big Bag] than observed…with Blue’s Clues, which may reflect the fact that Big
Bag provides fewer direct invitations for overt participation” (p. 277). Questions
for explicit participation include “Will you help?” Can you say…?,” etc.
Anderson cites an integral part of the invitation as helping the audience know
what it is they are supposed to do to help. Some programs include both questions
and commands as a means of inviting the viewer to participate. On Dora the
Explorer, she might instruct a viewer to imitate a specific movement and say
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specific phrases to the television screen.
Child voiceovers are particularly important because they “model verbal
participation” (Anderson, 2004, p. 261). Perhaps hearing children’s voices will
cue the viewer to either follow directions and participate or imitate what is being
said.
Repetition
In preschool and kindergarten classrooms, teachers will often review
songs and games several times in one week and revisit them throughout the year.
Learning increases with repetition, as does audience participation. The Singers
were the first researchers to state this finding:
“…children rarely master information they only hear once. Each
time they hear a story read, they gain more information they can
add to their repertory. This desire for repetition explains why
children replay their favorite records or videotapes, watch reruns of
old TV programs, and…play the same games over and over.”
(1990, p. 180)
Repetition was a very important topic of study when developing Blue’s
Clues. In its formative research, one episode of the series was shown repeatedly
for five consecutive days compared to a program that was shown only once, to
measure comprehension. Researchers found that:
…with repetition, visual attention remained constant, with the
exception of some decline among 5-year-old boys. Verbal and
nonverbal interactions, especially answers and imitations, greatly
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increased with episode repetition. Comprehension improved, and
children increased their application of a demonstrated problemsolving strategy to problems both shown and not shown by the
program. (Crawley, Anderson, Wilder, Williams, & Santomero,
1999, p. 636)
The Blue’s Clues production team made an educated and groundbreaking decision
to air the same episode each day of the week for one week in order to allow
children to master the content and feel empowered (Crawley, et al., 2002, p. 265).
The interaction was found to be a reflection of the learning that occurred over the
week rather than a cause of learning.
Conclusion
When these seven features were developed, there was no reference to
imitation literature. Imitation does not occur in every “interactive” television
program. However, it is important to understand imitation in interactive television
because television by nature is not interactive. Creators are merely simulating the
interaction that occurs between a live adult and child or child and computer game.
Television does not yet have the capabilities required to respond directly
to an individual child. One can merely anticipate the child’s response or promote
imitation of the correct response. However, the mere act of imitating an on-screen
adult provides a learning opportunity for the child viewer. If the action is not
beyond the viewer’s developmental limitations, Vygotsky’s zone of proximal
development is occurring. The use of these seven features supports the best
possible interactive and imitative experience for a child viewer. A show that
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provides an energetic and childlike character who speaks directly to the viewers,
invites them to participate and engage in conversation, pauses for their responses,
repeats phrases and questions, asks these questions in order from easier to harder,
and provides auditory clues should provide a successful and interactive
experience for a child viewer. One cannot forget, though, that the content of the
program, the look of the performers, and the general appeal of the show must be
in place in order to engage a child and allow them to experience the possibility for
imitation and interaction.
Big Top Fitness: Creating Interactive Television Interstitials
Big Top Fitness is s series of five interstitials that promote physical
activity through circus arts. I conceived this project in the spring of 2008 while
working as the educational coordinator and assistant teaching artist at the New
42nd’ Street/The New Victory Theater’s spring break circus camp for children
ages seven to eleven. During this week, I saw the power of circus to engage
children in positive physical activity and teamwork. In circus you have to keep
trying until you get a trick right. It takes a great deal of practice and a lot of fun.
With the assistance of the Fred Rogers Memorial Scholarship and support
from mentors at Tufts University and producers of children’s media, I was able to
translate this week-long circus camp to five brief episodes developed for young
people, ages three to five. On this project, I acted as creator, writer, producer, and
researcher. By promoting physical fitness during television viewing, my hope is
that Big Top Fitness could have the potential to help combat childhood obesity.
When I began pre-production research in the spring of 2010, I realized that
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I needed to discern how I would be able to accomplish getting young television
viewers active before beginning to write the scripts and film. I began this process
by working through a draft of the literature review included in this thesis.
Learning what others had done to create an “interactive” television experience
helped me make key production decisions.
I identified two characters: a male and a female. I wanted to give them
ambiguous names. Dot and Ham are simple, gender neutral and monosyllabic,
which would allow for a child of a very young age to be able to pronounce the
names. Once these characters were established, I began to think about how they
would interact with the viewer and why the viewer would want to get on their feet
and work “with” these characters. By referencing the seven key features of an
interactive television show from my literature review, I began to write a story
bible, which focused on specific pieces of the television program.
Direct Address & Hosts That Are “Energetic in a Characteristically Childlike
Manner”
Dot and Ham’s world exists in a yellow and white striped circus tent, but
they break the fourth wall of the television. They acknowledge the viewer and
perform for and with the viewer. When Dot enters the frame, she waves to the
viewer. This direct address signals to the viewer that it’s okay to participate. Dot
and Ham also try to engage the viewer with a warm greeting to signify that they
are friends. Though adults, Dot and Ham act silly. Their body movements and
relationship with one another mirror those of a child. The intention is to make the
child feel comfortable participating with Dot and Ham.
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The Invitation to Participate & Auditory Clues
Dot and Ham physically invite the viewer to participate, particularly when
encouraging her to stand up. The auditory clues support their efforts. We hear the
child voiceovers label each action. Originally the voiceovers were adults who
counted out each movement rather than label the action. It was from peer
feedback and further research that I decided it was absolutely imperative to have
the voiceovers recorded by children who are pointing out what is happening.
In order to record the voiceovers in a cost-effective way, I solicited the
services of my two younger cousins, Abby and Joey. When I returned to New
Jersey to record their voices, we first sat down and watched each episode. I
pointed out the places where they would speak and asked them what they thought.
Joey suggested that we record many different ways of saying each action and that
each time it’s said to the viewer, it should be said in a different way. I thought that
was very intuitive, and we did our best to edit each episode using this idea.
Our makeshift recording area was made to mimic my experience in the
recording studio at Nickelodeon with Dora the Explorer. The children and I stood
across from each other, and they had a microphone at an arm’s length away from
them. The microphone was connected to a computer, which I managed, and we
recorded the voices in the computer program Garage Band. I acted as vocal coach
and sound producer during this time. I would say the line quietly, and the children
would repeat it. We did this for each episode. To them, this work was playing.
Their enjoyment also made the experience pleasant for me. Director Blake
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McCarty received the mp3 files of their voices and layered them to sound like a
group of children rather than just two.
Pause for Viewer Response & Repetition
It was while interning at Dora the Explorer during the summer of 2010
that I was able to actually see the process of pausing for the viewer and repetition.
The character “Dora” will ask the viewer a question and sometimes wait in order
to prompt the child viewer to answer her. In research sessions for the production, I
was able to see that once children understood that Dora was waiting for them,
they would respond. I decided this was an important element to replicate in my
work. Each action in Big Top Fitness follows a similar basic pattern. Most
commonly, the pattern is: Dot does the action, Ham does the action, Dot and Ham
do the action together, Dot and Ham wait for the viewer to do the action. This
waiting period allows the viewer to complete the action by herself. When Dot and
Ham are ready to move on to the next movement, they clap their hands. This clap
is a symbol of acknowledgment, just as Dora might say, “You’re right!” after
asking a question.
As Dot and Ham repeat the movement three times, they are providing the
child with an opportunity to master it. Even if the child does not complete the
movement with Dot or with Ham, she still has two chances to “get it.”
Going from Easier to Harder
The series of the five interstitials is really one, long circus workout.
Stretching, making shapes with your body, partner balance, clowning, and
juggling. These episodes occur in order of difficulty. In addition to the difficulty
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of the series, each episode is scaffolded. Dot and Ham start with simple
movements and progress to more difficult ones. For example, in the final episode,
Juggling, Dot and Ham begin by shaking a single scarf, blowing the single scarf,
tossing it up in the air and catching it. They then experiment with two scarves:
throwing and catching with different hands, and finally traditional juggling with
two scarves. Each episode acknowledges its completion with the “Shake Down!”
The shake down is an athletic cool down that is a common feature among each
episode of the series. Even if a child cannot master the movements in the episode,
the shake down provides her with an opportunity to be active and feel successful
before saying goodbye to Dot and Ham.
Designing a Logo
When completing the story bible, I realized that it was incomplete without
a logo to brand the television program. An artist friend offered to volunteer her
work for the production. She created our logo using a few ideas I had been
thinking about (Figure 1). In particular, I wanted a tent. I thought a tent would
invite the viewer in to see the action, as one would be invited in to see a circus
performance. Rachel Yonda created several different logos for the program for me
to choose from. It was a difficult choice, but I continued to feel very strongly
about the tent.
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Figure 1: Christina’s sketches of logo ideas

Figure 2: Rachel Yonda’s color scheme and logo options

I finally decided on the red and white striped circus tent. It felt very
traditional to me and embodied some of my original ideas. When I began to
design the set, I referenced the logo and found matching fabric at IKEA.
Unfortunately, the fabric sold out, and I decided to change the set design to a thin,
yellow-striped curtain. This also meant that the logo needed to be changed to
reflect the look of the program.
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Figure 3: The Big Top Fitness logos. Left: The original logo with thick, red stripes. Right: The
official logo with thin, yellow stripes to represent the final scenic design choice.

This experience managed to teach me a process that recurred throughout
the production: you have an idea, you work with someone to bring that idea to
fruition, you are given many options, and you work with that other person to
make the best possible choice.
Costumes
Included in the story bible (refer to Appendix I, page 57) are the original
costume designs. The colors were specifically chosen to support the genderneutral identity of the program. Purple, yellow, and green can be worn proudly by
a child of either gender without any stigma attached to them. Originally the
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characters were wearing leotards similar to the flashy costumes sported by circus
performers. As the project developed, however, it became more important to me
that the costumes reflect items in a child or parent’s closet. If a child wanted to
imitate the look of the performer, they could pull basic items out of their closet or
purchase inexpensive cotton pieces. The shoes, in particular, reflected the
reference to children’s clothing. Converse All-Star sneakers for children have a
much thinner sole than the adult versions. Recently, they released a line of thinsoled sneakers, which have a closer resemblance to those worn by children under
five. These were the shoes selected for the program. The final costumes supported
my design goals while allowing the performers to feel comfortable moving their
bodies. For pictures of the final costume design, please refer to Appendix I, pages
59 and 60.
Filming
In August 2010, with first drafts of the scripts completed, I began
rehearsing at 440 Studios in New York City with the two performers, J’nelle
Bobb-Semple and WT McRae, and the director/editor, Blake McCarty. While
McCarty directed the performers and rehearsed each episode, I would sit with the
scripts and make sure each actor movement matched the written work. I would
also confer with the director if any movements or interactions needed to be
adjusted.
We filmed our pilot at the Somerville Cable Access Television studio in
Somerville, Massachusetts in August. At this time, the set was simply two
curtains hanging and two covering the floor. When McCarty and I viewed the
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footage, we were not pleased with the limited space the performers had to work in
and the design of the floor.
Our next filming date was in September 2010. At this time we hung all
four curtains and placed a grass rug on the floor to represent the inside of a circus
tent. Not only did this create a larger frame for filming, it also produced a
beautiful color contrast to the curtains and complimented the costumes well. We
dedicated one full eight-hour day to filming the entire series.
Music
Because the visual performers in Big Top Fitness are non-verbal, it
requires a very full and exciting soundtrack. The story bible written in the spring
of 2010 had a brief description of the music (refer to page 61). I knew that I
wanted the music to reflect the fun, circus theme of the show. I also wanted it to
sound modern and pleasant for adult viewers.
I enlisted the help of a musician friend, John Foti, to develop the sound of
the show. Foti is an independent, New York-based musician who specializes in
piano and accordion. He has spent several years touring and recording with
Grammy award-winning children’s band Dan Zanes and Friends. Foti was already
familiar with the idea of creating fun and modern family music. I asked him to
audition with one thirty-second introductory song. He returned 6 thirty-second
pieces that all varied slightly. Blake McCarty and I selected one that we
particularly liked and cut it down to four seconds to reflect the short nature of the
interstitials.
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Foti wrote the opening and closing themes in addition to five original,
instrumental songs, one for each episode. Our process was unique to me and very
digitally-dependent: McCarty would post a private video of each episode and Foti
would view the episode several times in order to compose an original piece of
music. Foti would then send a digital file of the music track to both McCarty and
me. We would discuss it over email and Foti would then make any necessary
changes to the track before sending us a final, high-quality sound file.
After we finished production, I was able to interview Foti for my blog:
Talking About iGeneration (www.talkingaboutigeneration.blogspot.com). I asked
him questions about our process and his experience working on the program. In
reference to our decision to cut the opening song from 30 seconds to four seconds,
he stated:
As much as I quickly grew attached to a few of the theme songs, I
completely understood that it might not be in the best interest of a
3-4 minute show to have a 30-second theme song…it's my job to
respect the decisions of the creators and follow-through with my
responsibilities the best that I can. (Zagarino & Foti, 2011)
He also commented on the unique nature of our digital communication throughout
the post-production process. Generally, for all of us, the process was beneficial
because the work could be done on our own time, and we could share ideas and
receive feedback very quickly. Foti commented, “sometimes a face-to-face
meeting and really talking things through could probably eliminate a lot of the
back-and-forth emails and potential miscommunication that occurs because of
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that” (2011). Though we did have moments of miscommunication, our three-way
email conversations and file sharing were generally positive experiences.
Post-Production
Once John Foti’s music had been received, there was still a great deal of
post-production work to be done between Blake McCarty and myself. This was
my very first experience with post-production work. In my prior theater
production experiences, once the set had been taken down and costumes were
returned, the work was over. When we began post-production, I felt as if the work
was just starting. Fortunately, we did not have a great deal of editing to do
because the program is a single-frame shot. When filming, we recorded several
versions of each episode. McCarty went through all the footage and picked what
he thought was the best version of the episodes. He then sent me the file. I often
had questions for him about the selection and would view other episodes. Usually,
however, McCarty’s choices were the best.
Once the episodes were selected, McCarty added the music. For several
episodes, we had to request that John Foti make slight changes to the music in
order to make it sync exactly with the movements that the performers were doing.
Blake finally added the voiceovers in and sent me rough files of each full episode.
I would follow the episode along myself, pretending I was a child viewer who
was completing each action. This helped me make sure the audio was the right
prompt and properly timed. I made adjustments to the voiceovers such as: making
the audio cue start sooner, selecting another cut of the specific audio cue in order
to have a clear voice command, and adding in a “goodbye” at the end of each
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episode. I also decided to pull all voiceovers during the “shake downs.” The
music matched these segments so perfectly, and the counting that we had
recorded made the movements seem more difficult.
Opening and closing animation was our final task. The professionalism
and quick turnover time from our animator and graphic designer, Rachel Yonda,
helped make this part of the process very easy. McCarty combined the opening
animation and theme with the full episode and the closing animation and credits. I
spent a great deal of time analyzing the credits: the colors, the font, the speed at
which they changed, the spelling, and finally decided to take out the Big Top
Fitness logo that McCarty had added to the end.
Post-production lasted for about four months. We began immediately after
filming in early-October and finished in mid-January. When we began, I created a
production schedule that included a bit of cushion. Eventually, I instituted a
weekly phone check-in.
Methods
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of Big Top Fitness to promote
imitation among young television viewers and to assess children’s responses to
the program, both quantitative and qualitative methods were used. Imitation, in
this study, is a movement or action copied by the viewer to recreate a movement
or action by Dot and/or Ham. A movement done either incorrectly or halfway still
counts as imitation. The purpose of collecting data on imitated movements is to
identify if children are following the exercise program set by Dot and Ham on
screen. By identifying when and how many of the children are imitating the
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movements, we were able to see if children wanted to imitate movement with one
character, with both characters, or independently. This also allowed us to analyze
how many children imitated the movements at specific times.
To evaluate imitation, I collected the number of children responding to
specifically noted moments of imitation of the television program. The totals
collected allowed me to develop percentages of physical imitation for each
episode. The children’s verbal responses during the program and physical
movements that were not prompted by the television program are my primary
sources of qualitative data. The group interview also helped to qualitatively assess
the appeal of Big Top Fitness. We did not collect demographic information such
as ethnicity or socio-economic status. We looked for trends in child participants’
verbal and physical responses.
Participants
The sample included 50 students from two schools: The Eliot-Pearson
Children’s School and Tufts Educational Day Care Center. These students ranged
in age from three to five to correspond with the intended age of Big Top Fitness
viewers. The Eliot-Pearson Children’s School is a private laboratory school that is
affiliated with and geographically connected to the Child Development
Department at Tufts University in Medford, Massachusetts. It considers its
student population both economically and ethnically diverse and provides an
educationally inclusive environment. Tufts Educational Day Care Center offers
full-day preschool and kindergarten programs and is located in Somerville,
Massachusetts. It is also a Tufts laboratory school and serves both the Tufts
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community and its surrounding neighborhoods. Both schools support their
families through financial assistance and needs-based scholarships.
At each school, 25 children between the ages of three and five were
recruited to participate. Child participants were recruited through a letter sent
home to parents in their school mailbox. A parent permission form was attached
to the letter. Priority to participate in the study was given to children whose
parents allowed them to be videotaped. In total, 24 children from Tufts
Educational Day Care Center and 26 children from The Eliot-Pearson Children’s
School participated.
Research Room Set-up
In the room, the television was set up in the middle of a wall. There was a
chair on each side, one for each researcher. The camera was located on a tripod
behind the television with its focus on the child viewers. This camera was not
manned, but provided a general, group view of the participants and their
responses. Children were seated on the floor, in front of the television. There was
enough space in the room for the five child participants to stand up and move
their arms and legs in place.
Procedure
Each episode was shown for five participants at each school site. The child
participants watched one episode of Big Top Fitness (approximately four minutes)
two times in a row. In each episode, the characters invite the children to
participate in physical movements including stretches, creating animal shapes,
partner balance, clowning, and juggling.
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Together, the research staff retrieved the children from class and
introduced themselves. Outside of the research room, I reintroduced myself and
the research associate using the script located in Appendix III of this thesis. The
five child participants were shown where they could sit in the room, and I
introduced the DVD by using the second script found in Appendix III.
The research staff each had two scripts for each episode, one to code at
each location. First and second viewings were coded separately on the scripts. The
first viewing was coded on the right side of the script and the second viewing
coded on the left.
After viewing the episode twice, children participated in a small group
interview to assess their responses to the characters and their interests in the
episode. Each researcher took two or three participants to a corner of the research
room. The participants were asked how much they liked each character: a lot, a
little, not at all. During this time, they were shown a picture of each character.
The children were then asked if they would like to play with the character: a lot, a
little, or not at all. In order to answer this question, each child had the opportunity
to point to a star on the star scale. The big star represents “a lot,” the middle-sized
star represents “a little,” and the small star represents “not at all.” This interview
also asks the participant what he/she thought was the best part of the episode was
and why they liked it, what part of the episode they did not like very much, if it
made them want to get up and play and if they would like to watch more episodes
of Big Top Fitness.
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A Lot

A Little

Not At All

Figure 4: The instruments used during the group interview portion of each data collection
session. Top left: “Dot” played by J’nelle Bobb-Semple Top Right: “Ham” played by WT
McRae. Bottom center: The Star Scale.

Measures
This section will discuss all observation protocol and the group interview
questions. Once the DVD began, the research team observed the children and
their responses. The primary investigator focused on physical imitation prompted
by the episode, and the research associate noted any verbal responses by the
participants or any physical responses not prompted by the video (i.e. smiling, a
child lying down, a child walking towards the door).
Each action modeled by the two characters in Big Top Fitness follows a
very specific pattern throughout the series: Dot completes the action, Ham
completes the action, they complete the action together, and, finally, they pause
and wait for the viewer to complete the action. These actions are supported by
child voiceovers. Next to the dialogue on the script (please refer to Appendix II)
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the primary investigator noted how many children out of the total (five) imitated
the action.
While the primary investigator counted how many children imitated
movement at each time, the research associate noted verbal responses. The verbal
responses in this study were any words spoken by children to the screen, to
another child, to a researcher present in the room, or any laughter. The words
spoken by children during this study could help us specifically identify when/if
the children are bored, if a part of the program excites them, or any anecdotal
information about the features of the show. These features may include
characters, the set design, the music, or the voice-overs.
The research associate also noted any physical responses by the children
that were not imitated movements from the screen. These may include (but are not
limited to) a child putting his head in his hand, lying down on the floor, walking
around the room, walking towards the door, or watching peers.
Group interview responses were compiled by episode. Questions 1 and 2
required the participants to assess how they felt about the two main characters
“Dot” and “Ham.” We used photographs of the characters to remind the children
which character we were specifically referring to (please refer to Figure 4 above).
The responses “a lot” and “a little” signify that the child in some way relates or
enjoys watching the character on screen. The responses to the characters were
tallied to provide an accurate total of how many children wanted to play with the
characters a lot, a little, or not at all. We then asked why he/she feels that way.
Their answers to our probing question could assist in making recommendations
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for a change in look or action of the characters. For these questions, we used the
star scale (please refer to Figure 4 above). The scale has three stars of different
sizes: large, medium, and small. The stars relate to “a lot,” “a little,” and “not at
all” respectively. This scale was introduced and used by Deborah Linebarger in
her final report for the Iowa Public Television’s Healthy Minute interstitial series
(2006). The star scale was used to measure the appeal of the main character, Dan.
The largest star represented that children liked the character/message a lot, the
mid-sized star represented that children thought the character/message was just
okay, and the smallest star represented that children didn’t like the
character/message at all. Children were asked, “Using the stars, can you point to
how much you like…?” The children were instructed to answer by pointing to one
of the following three stars that represented how they felt about Dan or the
specific message. (Linebarger, 2006)
All research questions were piloted in early December with two children
within the age range of our child participants. In this pilot, I learned that it is
necessary to phrase the third question in terms of the “best” part of the episode.
When I used the term “favorite,” both children had a difficult time responding. In
order to verify the information I had learned during the pilot interview, I used this
third question in a second pilot with students from my preschool classroom at The
Eliot-Pearson Children’s School. As part of the planned curriculum, we watched a
video together as a group. When the video had ended, I asked the group of three
year olds which part of the movie they liked best. Each child answered with ease
and was also able to supply me with a reason as to why they liked that part.
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As a result of the pilot interview, Question 3 asks the participants, “What
was the best part of the show we just saw? Why did you like that part?” I will be
looking for trends amongst viewers’ answers to this question. The responses will
help me understand which parts of the show are particularly interesting and
accessible to young audiences between the ages of three and five. In this study,
children were asked interview questions in groups of two or three.
The next question asks the participants what they did not like very much
and why not. Responses that I find as major trends amongst this age group could
help me provide suggestions for changes to the episodes and perhaps take out
moments of the program that are not interesting or appealing to our population of
child viewers. I hoped to decrease the amount of answers that were influenced by
peers by having kept the small group interview to only two or three children.
Question 5 asks the participants, “Did this show make you want to get up
and play: A lot, a little, or not at all?” This question was also answered using the
star scale. The hope was that the verbal responses to this question correlated to
our observations of the children’s physical movements. The use of the probing
question (why/why not?) provided me with anecdotal information regarding why
this show made children want to move or what it was about the program that did
not make children want to move.
The final question also employed the star scale. The child was asked if
he/she wanted to watch more episodes of Big Top Fitness: a lot, a little, or not at
all. This supported my final evaluation of the appeal of the program. Is it
something that children wanted to continue watching? They might have enjoyed
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that specific episode but not want to watch any more. If I see that one episode, in
particular, receives a high “no” response, I can determine that the appeal of that
episode is low.
Analysis
As data were collected, they were organized by episode. Each imitation
moment in the scripts was added to develop a percentage for each episode as a
whole. These percentages are based on the number of children who imitated the
movements out of the possible imitated movements of all the children viewing the
episode.
I then looked at the observation notes. I looked for broad patterns and
trend of responses, both imitated and not prompted, in each episode and in the
structure of the series, as a whole. I also considered the group interview during
this time. These steps of analysis helped me answer very narrow questions in this
study: Are they or aren't they moving along with the characters? Did they or
didn't they like the characters? Which one? What reasons were given? These
pieces of analysis will help me develop a general idea of how children are
responding to the show.
Lastly, I looked for relationships in the data. I was interested in
investigating if the quantitative data and the group interview would help me
specifically answer my second research question: “Which features of interactive
television do children best respond to?” I chose to further investigate the
relationship between who was leading the action (Dot, Ham, both characters, or
pause for the viewer) and how many children, on average, responded to each
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throughout the episodes were imitation was most present.
Results & Discussion
Physical Imitation
The purpose of Big Top Fitness is to physically engage children through
imitation of the movements on the television screen. Not only was physical
imitation in this study most prevalent during the second viewings of Episodes 1
and 3 only, it was also only evident at one school site: The Eliot-Pearson
Children’s School. At Tufts Educational Day Care Center, we saw 0% imitation
during all episodes, in both the first and second viewings. At The Eliot-Pearson
Children’s School, there was limited physical imitation during Episodes 2, 4, and
5 for both viewings. In order to answer the research questions for this study, the
focus of analysis will be on the second viewings of Episodes 1 and 3 at The EliotPearson Children’s School. This will allow imitation to be examined throughout
episodes that were moderately successful.
In Episode 1, Dot and Ham share a series of different stretches with the
viewers. During the second viewing of this episode at The Eliot-Pearson
Children’s School, there was 72.3% physical imitation. At any given point in this
episode, there were at least two children imitating physical movement. By the end
of the program, there were steadily four children imitating physical movement.
This final consistent participation was during the “shake down” portion of the
episode. The shake down is a series of repeated arm and leg shakes. This is the
only part of Episode 1 that has music but no voiceover prompting. Though the
voiceovers could have been helpful during other parts of the program, this graph
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shows that it was not necessary in order to have the child viewers imitate
movements.
Episode 3 focused on partner balance and teamwork. During the second
viewing of this episode at The Eliot-Pearson Children’s School, there was 55.9%
imitation. Similarly to Episode 1, consistent physical imitation was observed
during the “shake down.”
Age and Peer Influence
When observing Episode 1 at The Children’s School, I noted that the child
who stood up at the beginning of the second viewing was also the oldest in the
room. The two last children to get up were the two youngest in the room. During
Episode 3 at the same school site, three children stood up to participate at the
beginning of the second viewing. Two children began doing the partner tricks
together. When the third child requested to join the group, one child said, “It’s
just two!” The third child then began asking his peers if they would be his
partners. Approximately one third of the time into the episode, a fourth child
stood up and began doing partner work. At about half way through the episode, a
fifth child began to imitate the actions of the characters. Though this child did not
have a partner, he tried to complete each movement on his own.
During Episode 2, the research associate identified that children at Tufts
Educational Day Care Center checked in visually with their peers and the
researchers more than children at The Children’s School. One girl at this school
site, in particular, did not watch the episode and spent time playing with her
necklace and tried to distract a peer sitting next to her. During the second viewing,
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the peer said, “Stop!” to this child. This seemed to prevent further peer
distraction. Participants at The Children’s School giggled and smiled when the
characters first came on the screen. Children appear to be smiling during the
“penguin” and “frog” body movements. The shake down during the second
viewing did not seem interesting to three out of the five children. They stopped
watching at this time.
In all of these instances, peer influence was observed. If the research had
been conducted with only one or two children in a more naturalistic setting, the
problem of peer influence in this study could have been eliminated.
Appeal of Dot and Ham in Episodes 1 and 3
During Episode 1 at The Children’s School, three children wanted to play
with Dot “a lot,” one child wanted to play with her “a little,” and one child did not
want to play with her at all. The child who replied “not at all” gave reasoning for
the choice: “I really think they’re fighting because they’re doing the thing.” “The
thing” may refer to the circus grip/hand grasp that Dot and Ham used for the
partner tricks. The children’s responses to Ham were slightly less positive in this
group. Only one child said they would like to play with him “a lot,” two children
would play with him “a little,” and two children did not want to play with him at
all.
Children’s responses to the characters during Episode 3 at The Children’s
School were less positive than their peer’s responses to the characters for Episode
1. Three children identified that they would like to play with Dot “a lot.” When
asked why, two children in the same small group said, “Because I love her.” The
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final three children in this group identified that they would not want to play with
Dot at all. Only one child identified that they would want to play with Ham “a
lot.” Two children said they would play with him “a little,” and three children did
not want to play with him at all. Among these responses, children stated that they
did not want to play with him “a lot” “Because he looks a little spooky to me,” “I
just don’t,” and “He’s too funny.”
Figure 5 provides information regarding how many children, on average,
physically responded to the leader of the action in both Episodes 1 and 3. The
dark purple represents Episode 1, and the light green represents Episode 3.
Throughout Episode 1, child viewers had the opportunity to respond to Dot, Ham,
both characters, and complete the action on their own. On average, approximately
4 children responded to Ham and both characters leading the action, while 3
children responded to Dot and the viewer. It is possible that the lower response to
Dot than to Ham could be due to repetition. Perhaps Dot’s introduction to the
action prompted another child to complete the action during the second and third
time (with Ham and with both characters, respectively). If repetition was
successful, then at least four children should be participating in the fourth
movement, however, there is a drop-off on this graph. This could be due to the
fact that Dot and Ham pause for the viewer during this time. These data show
some evidence to support the energetic hosts as an important feature of interactive
television; however, there is little support in the data to confirm that the pause for
the viewer was effective with this sample.
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Figure 5: A graphical representation of how many children, on average, responded to the
leader of the action in Episodes 1 and 3.

In Episode 3, children could respond to Dot, Ham, and both characters.
There were no opportunities to complete the action on their own. Figure 7
provides us with evidence that there was a steady increase in the number of
children who responded to each leader of action, from one and a half children
completing the action with Dot, two and a half children completing with Ham,
and four children, on average, following both characters. There were, however,
more chances in this episode for children to complete the action with both Dot
and Ham.
Low Imitation
Episodes 2, 4, and 5 tested unsuccessfully for imitation at both school
sites. Physical imitation occurred less than 1% of the time for each of these
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episodes. Surprisingly, by reviewing the video footage and reading the research
associate’s observations, it is confirmed that children attentively watched these
episodes. Though I did not code for the amount of time that eyes were on the
screen, my qualitative information states that children smiled throughout each of
these episodes and looked away from the television screen when checking-in with
peers or the researchers. It is possible that this high amount of watching the
episode could mean that the children were still engaged in the program, though
not physically imitating the actors.
The research associate identified that during Episode 4 children at both
school sites spent parts of the first viewing identifying what they saw in the
episode. Responses to the television included: “It’s funny,” “He had a red nose,”
and “There’s a clown.” The responses regarding the best part of this episode were
much more positive than those to Episode 2. Children identified that they enjoyed
the tent, Ham’s hair, the red noses, that Ham was sitting down like they were, and
when the actors gave a high five to the television. One child stated that the best
part was when “they were seeing us and waving.” There is a trend amongst these
responses that the children are able to identify that the characters are interacting
with them through hand gestures and eye contact. The only negative reaction to
the episode was “when they said goodbye because I really like long shows but not
short shows.”
It was surprising that when imitation occurred, it occurred only The EliotPearson Children’s School. My research associate and I discussed this finding and
decided to take a closer look at what could be happening at the Tufts Educational
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Day Care Center. As a preschool and extended day teacher at The Eliot-Pearson
Children’s School, many children at the school have worked with me or have seen
me at some point. To children at Tufts Educational Day Care Center, I was a new
person, a stranger. My hypothesis is that the children at The Eliot-Pearson
Children’s School were more comfortable with me and felt more trust in the
research room than the children at Tufts Educational Day Care Center. During the
first viewing of Episode 4 at this site, a child stated, “He had a red nose,” and,
“He’s funny.” During the second viewing, the same child repeated, “That’s a girl
and that’s a boy,” several times. This specific piece of data provides evidence for
the fact that this child might have spent the research session alleviating the stress
of deciphering the gender of the characters on screen. This cognitive work for a
preschool age child could make it difficult to follow the audio directions of the
program or imitate the actor’s movements.
Verbal Imitation and Response
Children at the Tufts Educational Day Care Center responded to the fourth
episode through verbal imitation. I was not expecting verbal imitation to occur
because the voiceovers do not prompt any verbal responses. On several instances,
children repeated the audio cues stated by the voiceovers. Though imitating
verbally, these children did not imitate any physical movements.
Children watching Episode 5 at both sites responded verbally throughout
both viewings. Participants at The Children’s School commented on the curtains
and Ham’s hair, while children at the Day Care Center verbally imitated the
voiceovers. At the Day Care Center, verbal imitation occurred during the fifth
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episode by either one or two children and only during the second viewing. The
children verbally imitated for 6.8% of the television program. Five children
identified that they would like to play with Dot “ a lot” but gave no specific
reasons why. Three children identified that they did not want to play with Dot at
all. One child gave very specific evidence as to why, “I don’t really like Dot.
She’s sort of funny. She’s not like I thought she could be. She doesn’t look like
people that I really like.” This is the only instance where a child did not want to
play with Dot due to the look of the character. It is difficult to interpret the child’s
reasoning and possible that the child could be referring to the race of the
character. As the race of the child responding is not identified, it is difficult to
interpret whether or not race is at play in this child’s response.
Can interactive television motivate children to engage in physical activity?
Episodes 1 and 3 viewed at The Eliot-Pearson Children’s School
demonstrate that children can be motivated by television to engage in physical
activity. As seen in Figures 5 and 6, once the viewers were invited to “stand up,”
at least two children were imitating throughout the episodes.
In addition to the seven features of interactive television that are stated
throughout this thesis, it seems as if other things need to be in place in order for
children to engage in physical activity and imitate movements. In as much as the
children who imitated the episodes were all from The Children’s School, it may
be necessary for the child viewers to feel comfortable with and trust others in their
viewing space. In the case of the The Children’s School students, it was a teacher
at the school who was facilitating the session. It is possible that a leading sentence
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in my introduction to the screenings could have influenced child participation.
The sentence states, “When you watch this episode, you might want to talk or
move your bodies. That's okay,” (Appendix III).
Most importantly, children can also motivate other children to engage in
physical activity. In the The Children’s School viewings for Episodes 1 and 3
there were one or two strong individuals who first stood up and began to imitate
the actions. This seemed to have encouraged other children to get up as well.
During Episode 3, one child began asking the seated children if they would be his
partners. He continued to ask until another child got up and began working with
him.
Which features of interactive television do children prefer?
While completing data collection, I began to think of this question in a
different way. I asked myself, “Which feature of interactive television do children
respond best to?” I found that these seven features of interactive television are all
key to the success of a television show that supports imitation. While reviewing
and analyzing my data, however, I was able to identify which features worked
best during the second viewings of Episodes 1 and 3 at The Eliot-Pearson
Children’s School. I used these two viewings in order to analyze what kids
responded to best when imitation was most present.
The energetic hosts, direct address to the audience, and the invitation to
participate were clearly an important part of the participant’s imitation throughout
these sessions. Generally, the response to the characters when children were
asked, “Do you want to play with Dot/Ham a lot, a little, or not at all?” was
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positive. Children enjoyed the characters and explained that they did due to
specific physical characteristics and movements that Dot and Ham possessed in
the episodes. When children heard the words “stand up” and saw Dot and Ham
encourage them to get up off of the floor, there was a large increase in imitation
for both episodes. Children who imitated the movements showed evidence that
they understood that the characters were addressing them and encouraging them
to participate or imitate the movements.
For both of these groups, imitation was high during the “shake down.” The
shake down is solely a physical response to Dot and Ham; there are no voiceovers
during this time. This leads me to believe that, though auditory clues are
important particularly when inviting the child viewer to participate, children in
our two specified groups did not respond best to them. They were able to imitate
action without the use of auditory clues. It is possible that this imitation occurred
because of the kinds of movements required to imitate the shake down. The child
moves only a single part of her body at a time. Also, the repeated movements of
the shake down allow the child to master the movements and predict the sequence
of motions.
The analysis of how many children responded to the leader of the action
(Dot, Ham, both, or the pause for the viewer), supports the idea that children are
responding more to characters/hosts than to the pauses for them to imitate
movement alone. Children did complete physical action during the pauses
included in Episode 1, but they did not respond to them as frequently as they did
to the characters. Children responded best to both characters leading the action in
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Episodes 1 and 3. The data also provides us with evidence that repetition within a
single episode is an important feature of interactive television. Though children
responded to Dot the least, she was often the first character to lead the action.
This allowed children to view the action before they experiment with it.
Limitations of Study
Throughout data collection, it was evident that other children could be a
motivating factor as to whether or not a child would stand up and imitate physical
movements on the television screen. Though working with small groups of
approximately five children is common practice for television research at
networks such as Nickelodeon, it did not seem to help answer the two main
research questions posed in this study because there were too many children in the
group.
Should this study be performed again, it would be beneficial to test one
child at a time and perhaps in a more naturalistic and comfortable environment
such as her home living room. This would allow the researcher to predict what the
child’s actual response to the program would be if it was part of their television
viewing experience. A follow-up by the parent might allow the child to respond to
the program in the more conversational manner. Perhaps a parent could ask the
child that evening if they would rather watch a program they know (i.e. Dora the
Explorer or Sesame Street) or watch an episode of Big Top Fitness. It would also
be interesting to have the parent identify times when Dot or Ham are mentioned,
or an action that was taught in the episode was performed by the child away from
the screen.
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This study includes 50 children from similar schools in the Medford-area
of Massachusetts. Should it be replicated or modified in the future, it would be
more valuable to recruit children from more diverse communities and, perhaps,
children who live outside of the Northeast region.
In looking at which feature of interactive television the child best responds
to, it was difficult to analyze how children responded to repetition of multiple
viewings and the movements within each episode going from easier to harder.
Should this study be performed again with less limiting research guidelines from
the school sites, it would be interesting to have the same children watch every
episode of the series and track their change in imitation throughout the series.
This would allow us to see if repeated exposure to the program effects the child
and if the imitation decreases when the physical movements presented get more
difficult (i.e. juggling rather than stretching).
Implications for Television Research
The methods for this research study are based on the personal experience
of working with researchers at Nickelodeon, the cable television channel for
children. In those sessions, we worked with small groups of children in school
settings. There were specific moments noted on the scripts when researchers
should look for eyes on screen and interaction/response and imitation.
In addition, Nickelodeon’s research is based in New York City. Though
New York provides researchers with an ethnically diverse population, research in
a single region may not provide data that can predict viewer response on a
national or international level.
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The lack of usable data in this research study has made me question
whether or not traditional television research practices are effective. Perhaps the
limitations proposed in this thesis apply to the limitations of research studies
performed by networks and production companies currently creating media
content for children. It is possible that cost and detailed permissions may hinder
the process of changing professional children’s television research methods and
protocol, however, I propose that the children’s television community adopt more
scientifically rigorous standards for television research methods. These would
include more diverse participant recruitment and naturalistic research settings.
Directions for Future Research
In addition to the proposed research changes which would mitigate the
limitations of the study, it would be interesting to examine how Big Top Fitness
works when part of a television line-up. For example, Big Top Fitness could be
placed in between two network programs. If we were to work with Nickelodeon
shows, the line-up could be: Dora the Explorer, Big Top Fitness, and Yo Gabba
Gabba. By placing an episode of the program in a realistic line-up, we would be
able to analyze how the interstitial best fits with current television programs and
when (in between which programs) imitation was most effective. Perhaps it would
be more effective when placed in between or after a program that utilizes the
seven features of interactive television. If the child is already comfortable
responding to the television, how will they respond to Big Top Fitness?
As we continue to explore interaction and imitation among young
television viewers, it is imperative that we address the issue of childhood obesity
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and the ways in which media can support a healthy and active childhood. The
First Lady of the United States, Mrs. Michelle Obama, is an advocate for healthy
children in America, and her Let’s Move campaign states that the program:
is about putting children on the path to a healthy future during their
earliest months and years. Giving parents helpful information and
fostering environments that support healthy choices. Providing
healthier foods in our schools. Ensuring that every family has
access to healthy, affordable food. And, helping children become
more physically active. (www.letsmove.gov, 2010)
Unfortunately, the physical activity focus of the campaign at the point of
this writing has emphasized outdoor play. For parts of the United States’ urban
communities, outdoor play for young children is not always an option due to the
safety of the neighborhood, the access to parks and playing spaces, and the
availability of a supervising adult. With support from Let’s Move, media
professionals can explore outlets for physical activity and play within the confines
of one’s home or inside environment.
Lastly, it would be interesting to compare children’s imitation of live
television characters to that of animated characters. Imitation literature suggests
that children are more likely to respond to live characters than animated
characters. As animation continues to progress as an entertaining and financially
viable style of television for children, it is important to evaluate whether or not it
is an effective means of teaching educational, and, in this case, physical content.
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Show Synopsis

Using a mix of traditional and contemporary circus
skills, Big Top Fitness aims to provide kid viewers
ages 3-5 with a physical activity break during long
stretches of television programming.

Interactive Television

Interactive television was made popular by
Nickelodeon productions such as Blue’s Clues and
Dora the Explorer. It allows children of “the
digital age” to indirectly work with their television
friends. Characteristics of this style of television
include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Direct address/breaking the 4th wall
Pause for viewer response
Auditory clues
Go from easier to harder
Hosts that are "energetic in a characteristically childlike
manner"
The invitation to participate
Repetition

Character Descriptions
Dot and Ham are great friends who enjoy moving
their bodies and working together. They are nonverbal and use physicality to express themselves.
They are two circus performers who share their love
of acrobatics and clowning around with kid viewers.
Dressed to the nines in green and purple performance
clothes, matching gym socks, and sweatbands, they
are always ready to share some of their favorite
skills.
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Dot is a female who often helps Ham get up
and get going. Dot is usually the first to
break the fourth wall and interact with the
viewer.

Dot Costume Sketch
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Ham is a male who needs some encouragement
getting up, but he loves being active once he
starts. He is very proud of his work and
revels in the applause after a trick.

Ham Costume Sketch
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Costumes
Dot and Ham’s circus clothes were created
with the intention to be gender neutral in
both color and style. They are clothes that
allow them to move comfortably with just a
hint of “circus flair.” Our hope is that any
child viewer can rummage through his or her
closet and piece together similar circus
ensembles.

Set

Big Top Fitness takes place just outside the
circus tent. Dot and Ham are inspired by all
the magic that takes place inside.

Music

Each episode of Big Top Fitness opens with a
call to action. Our circus announcer says, “It’s
time!” This notifies child viewers that it’s time
to get active and on their feet. It’s time to
have fun!
The interstitials are each accompanied by a
unique instrumental track. The music can be
characterized as “new circus” style. It will
compliment the movements modeled on screen
and support active and enjoyable participation
for the child viewers.
Our show ends with an outro as we roll
credits and say goodbye to viewers. It starts
with a circus organ, which is slowly joined by
other exciting instruments.
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EPISODE GUIDE
Episode 1: Stretch!
Activities: Leg wiggles, arm stretch, arm circles, shoulder rolls, hip
rolls, big body/small body, butterfly, jogging, shake down
Curriculum Goals:
Respond to and incorporate directions
Create and mirror shapes and movements with the
television characters
Episode 2: Animal Shapes
Activities: Penguin, Monkey, Giraffe, Frog, Kangaroo, Crab, and
Elephant
Curriculum Goals:
Create and imitate human, inanimate, and animal
characters
Use the body in a variety of movements that show an
understanding of size, shape, weight, and spatial
relationships of high, medium, and low
Episode 3: Balance Teamwork
Activities: Tree, Airplane, Lean, Lean and Sit, Lean Away
Curriculum Goals:
Demonstrate sensitivity to the physical safety of self and
others
Demonstrate physical self-control in gross and fine motor
skills
Episode 4: Clowning Around
Activities: “How do you do?” classic clown routine with one another,
then with viewer
Curriculum Goals:
Sustain focus in the imaginary world of the activity
Use the body and face to create and react to imaginary
conditions
Episode 5: Throw, Throw, Catch, Catch
Activities: Arm warm up, Scarf passing (team juggling), Individual
single scarf movement, individual juggling (2 scarves), scarf blowing
Curriculum Goals:
Demonstrate an understanding of how physical
environment and the elements impact behavior
Use the body in a variety of movements that show an
understanding of size, shape, weight, and spatial
relationships of high, medium, and low
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Performing Arts Curriculum

*

Imagination, Analysis, and Process
Skills
• Use emotional expression in play with TV
characters
• Sustain focus in the imaginary world of the
activity
• Demonstrate sensitivity to the physical safety
of self and others
• Respond to and incorporate directions

Physical Performance Skills
• Use the body expressively
• Use the body in a variety of movements that
show an understanding of size, shape, weight,
and spatial relationships of high, medium, and
low
• Demonstrate physical self-control in gross and
fine motor skills
• Use the body and face to create and react to
imaginary conditions
• Create and mirror shapes and movements with
other students
• Create and imitate human, inanimate, and
animal characters
• Demonstrate an understanding of how physical
environment and the elements impact behavior
*Cited

and adapted from NYC Department of Education (2005).
learning in theater: Grades preK-12.

Blueprint for teaching and
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Childhood Obesity Fact Sheet
• Childhood obesity has doubled in the last 20
years.
• Childhood obesity is associated with the
following health risks:
Hypertension
Sleep Apnea
Diabetes
Asthma
Orthopedic & Metabolic Diseases
Low self-esteem
• Physical activity is necessary for a child’s
skeletal development, achieving and maintaining
peak bone mass, and can lower mortality rates
for older and younger adults
• There is a distinct association between poverty
and obesity due to food insecurity and
availability of low-cost, energy-dense foods
• Children who do not participate in regular
physical activity and watch a lot of TV are
more likely to be obese
• Children who watch 5 hours of TV per day are
4.6 times as likely to be obese than those
watching no TV or up to 2 hours daily
• The recommended amount of physical activity
for children is 60 minutes per day. Big Top
Fitness cannot fulfill this amount, but it is a
great place to start!
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Viewer Developmental Profiles
Big Top Fitness is aimed to engage preschool children ages 3 to 5 in
order to promote a healthy physical lifestyle to the largest population
of young viewers possible. The Kaiser Family Foundation reported in
2003 that “children six and under spend an average of two hours a
day using screen media, about the same amount of time they spend
playing outside, and well over the amount they spend reading or being
read to.”
Three-Year-Olds*
Physical Characteristics
•
•
•
•

Need lots of physical activity
Increases cooperation in play
Enjoys taking on roles and
participating in dramatic play
Reenacts important events

•

States actions as accomplishing
them
Asks “what” and “who”
questions
Demonstrates turn-taking and
sharing
May use one object to represent
another
Combines real and unreal ideas
when telling a story

•

Cognitive Characteristics
•
•
•
•
•

Four-Year-Olds*
Physical Characteristics
•
•
•
•

Five-Year-Olds*
Physical Characteristics

Often clumsy; collisions and
spills are common
Awkward with small movements
Need lots of physical activity
Able to sit still only for short
periods

•
•

•

Better control of running, jumping,
and other large movements
Need lots of physical activity,
including free play
Still awkward with small
movements
Early in the year, pace themselves
well; later, tire quickly
Not yet able to sweep visual
focus smoothly from left to right

Cognitive Characteristics
•
•
•
•
•
•

See only one way to do things;
rarely see other viewpoints
Imaginative and believe toys and
other objects are alive
Think very literally
Early in the year, like to copy
and repeat activities; later, like
to try more new activities
Often think out loud before acting
Learn best by exploring materials
(clay, finger paints, rocks)

Cognitive Characteristics
•
•
•
•
•

Need to move frequently from
one activity and area to another
Learn best by playing and
exploring
Can do paper and pencil tasks
for only very short periods
Learn well through use of large
muscles-for example, tumbling
and dancing
Enjoy language, delighting in big
words, long explanations,
bathroom language, and swear
words

*These are generic descriptions based on
sources cited on the reference page. Each
child demonstrates a unique developmental
profile and progresses to each stage
individually.
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Our Team
Christina
Zagarino
As a 2010 recipient of the Fred
Rogers Memorial Scholarship from
the
TV
Academy
Foundation,
Christina
acts
as
creator/writer/producer/researcher
for Big Top Fitness. Christina
received her B.S. in Educational
Theater from New York University in
2007 and immediately began working
at The New Victory Theater on 42nd
Street as both arts administrator
and teaching artist. It was at the
“New Vic” where she fell in love
with circus arts as a tool for
positive
social
and
physical
development. Christina returned to school in 2009 to begin work
on her Master’s degree in child development and media at Tufts
University. At Tufts, Christina learned about the increasing
number of children in America suffering from obesity. She hopes
that this program will get children active and on their feet in
addition to teaching them circus skills. Christina is currently
writing her thesis on interactive television and spent the
summer of 2010 as an intern for the Nick, Jr., production Dora
the Explorer. When she isn’t studying, she is playing the
ukulele, drawing, juggling, and teaching preschoolers at the
Eliot-Pearson Children’s School in Medford, MA. Christina hopes
to continue translating hands-on arts activities to the screen in
order to provide everyone with an arts education regardless of
geographic location or socio-economic status. She continues to
explore
these
topics
on
her
blog:
www.talkingaboutigeneration.blogspot.com.
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Blake
McCarty,
director & editor
Blake McCarty is a performance
and multimedia educator and
artist. Current projects include
directing a short film based on
the poem Book Marks; adapting
Romeo & Juliet for performance
in schools by the company Shakespeare to Go; the projection
and sound design for a sold out run of Open Heart in the NYC
Fringe Festival; and designing The Lookingglass Girl, a new
musical adaptation of Alice in Wonderland for young audiences.
Blake has had the fortune and honor of working not only in the
United States, but also Argentina, Ireland, and Uganda with
organizations that include Invisible Children, The New Victory
Theater, New Museum, Children’s Museum of Manhattan,
youngARTS/New York, and numerous schools throughout the tristate area. Blake is currently the Manager of New Vic Studio
Programs and Media Production at The New 42nd Street. He
holds a BFA in Film Production and an MA in Educational
Theatre, both from New York University.

John Foti,
composer

Born and raised in West Caldwell,
New Jersey, John started playing
piano at the age of 5 and went on
to study saxophone, voice, and
accordion as well. He graduated
from Fordham University in 2000 and
has been playing and touring with
Grammy
Award-winning
children's
artist Dan Zanes and Friends since
2007.
John released his first studio album,
"Everybody's Coming To Town" earlier
this year. He also recently composed
music
for
the
debut
puppetadaptation of "City of Hamburgers," a book by Mike Reiss.
Hobbies include: traveling, making cd mixes, worrying about
what the Yankees score is, not taking NJ Transit, and watching
Jim Henson's Emmet Otter's Jug Band Christmas too many times.
www.johnfoti.com
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Episode 1
Stretch!

Written by Christina Zagarino
Draft #5: 1/30/2011
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Episode 1: Stretch!
Activities: arm stretch up, reach for stars, arm
circles, shoulder rolls, hip rolls, knee stretch
(ski), face stretches (lemon/lime), butterfly, floor
leg reach, bridge/table, shake down
Curriculum Goals:
Respond to and incorporate directions
Create and mirror shapes and movements with
the television characters
Characters:
THE KIDS (v.o.)
DOT
HAM
VIEWERS
OPENING:
The Big Top Fitness graphic appears on the screen. We
hear someone say “It’s time…it’s Big Top Fitness.”
A curtain opens to the inside of the yellow and white
striped circus tent.
Ham is sitting inside the circus tent. He looks out
as a child would look at the television screen: calm,
bored, mesmerized. He does not break the 4th wall.
Dot enters the circus tent and waves enthusiastically
to the viewers while smiling.
THE KIDS
Hi, Dot!
She PAUSES while receiving a wave from the viewers.
Dot smiles again and notices Ham sitting to her left.
Dot waves to Ham with enthusiasm.
THE KIDS
Hi, Ham!
Ham does not react.
Dot looks at the viewers with confusion.
Dot waves to Ham again. Ham does not react.
Dot looks at the viewers confused. Dot puts her finger
in the air signifying a great idea.
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Dot sits down next to Ham. Ham notices her. Dot
waves to Ham. Ham waves to Dot. Dot and Ham wave to
the Viewers.
THE KIDS (v.o.)
Hi!
PAUSE for response. DOT and HAM smile at the VIEWER
acknowledging their response.
Dot puts her feet stretched out in front of her. Dot
looks at Ham and he responds by doing the same.
Together Dot and Ham look at viewer and wait for them
to put their legs out. They point to their legs to
remind the viewer to copy them. Dot begins to shake
her legs.
THE KIDS (v.o.)
Wiggle!
She stops and looks at Ham.

Ham shakes his legs.

THE KIDS (v.o.)
Wiggle!
He stops. Together they look at the viewer and shake
their legs.
THE KIDS (v.o.)
Wiggle!
They stop and wait for the viewer.
THE KIDS (v.o)
Wiggle!
PAUSE.

They clap!

Dot reaches up with her right hand then her left as if
grabbing for something in the sky. She does this four
times.
THE KIDS (v.o)
Reach!
Dot looks at Ham, and he repeats her actions.
THE KIDS (v.o)
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Reach!
Dot and Ham reach together.
THE KIDS (v.o)
Reach!
Dot and Ham look at the Viewers and wait for them to
respond.
THE KIDS (v.o)
Reach!
Dot and Ham clap.
Dot gets up and looks at Ham. Ham copies her and gets
up. They look at Viewers. PAUSE.
THE KIDS (v.o.)
Stand up!
Stand up!
Stand up!
Dot and Ham motion to viewers.
THE KIDS (v.o.)
Stand up!
Dot and Ham whisper to one another, then walk up to
camera and looks into the screen of the Viewers. They
give them a smile and encourage them to get up.
THE KIDS (v.o.)
Stand up!
Dot moves back to her position with Ham.
Dot points to her shoulders and points back.
rolls her shoulders backwards four times.
THE KIDS (v.o)
Back, front.
Dot looks at Ham.
Ham rolls his shoulders back four times.
THE KIDS (v.o)

She
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Back, front.
Dot and Ham roll their shoulders back together.
THE KIDS (v.o)
Back, front.
Dot and Ham PAUSE for the Viewers.
THE KIDS (v.o)
Back, front.
They clap for the Viewers.
Dot reaches her arms out as wide as she can (subtext:
“move over I’m about to do something amazing.”). Ham
has to jump out of her way. She moves her arms
forwards in big movements.
THE KIDS (v.o)
Circles!
Dot looks at Ham.
Ham reaches his arms out as wide as he can, purposely
wide enough to block Dot. He begins.
THE KIDS (v.o)
Circles!
Dot looks disgruntled but begins the next round of arm
circle with Ham. They negotiate space and roll their
arms together.
THE KIDS (v.o)
Circles!
Dot and Ham PAUSE for the Viewers.
THE KIDS (v.o)
Circles!
Dot and Ham settle their differences out of pride for
their Viewer friends working hard. THEY clap.
DOT points to hips.
hips

She makes big circles with her
THE KIDS (v.o)
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Hula hoop.
Dot looks at Ham.

He makes big circles with his hips.
THE KIDS (v.o)
Hula hoop.

Dot and Ham make circles with their hips together.
THE KIDS (v.o)
Hula hoop.
DOT and HAM PAUSE for VIEWER.
THE KIDS (v.o)
Hula hoop.
THEY clap.
Dot begins to stretch out her body and face as big as
possible.
THE KIDS (v.o.)
Big!
Dot shrinks her body and face as small as possible.
THE KIDS (v.o)
Small!
Ham begins to stretch out his body and face as big as
possible.
THE KIDS (v.o.)
Big!
Ham shrinks his body and face as small as possible.
THE KIDS (v.o)
Small!
Dot and Ham stretch out their bodies and faces as big
as possible.
THE KIDS (v.o.)
Big!
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Dot and Ham shrink their bodies and faces as small as
possible.
THE KIDS (v.o)
Small!
Dot and Ham stretch out their bodies and faces as big
as possible.
THE KIDS (v.o.)
Big!
Dot and Ham shrink their bodies and faces as small as
possible.
THE KIDS (v.o)
Small!
Dot begins running in place. Ham watches.
THE KIDS (v.o.)
Run, Dot!
Dot looks at Ham.

Ham joins in.
THE KIDS (v.o.)
Run, Ham!

Dot and Ham try to encourage the Viewers to run while
still moving their bodies.
THE KIDS (v.o.)
Everybody run!
Dot and Ham run a while longer looking at the Viewers
with supportive faces.
THE KIDS (v.o.)
Yay!
Dot and Ham stop running.
THE KIDS (v.o.)
Shake down!
Dot and Ham shake their right arm 4x.
Dot and Ham shake their left arm 4x.
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Dot and Ham shake their right leg 4x.
Dot and Ham shake their left leg 4x.
Dot and Ham shake their right arm 3x.
Dot and Ham shake their left arm 3x.
Dot and Ham shake their right leg 3x.
Dot and Ham shake their left leg 3x.
Dot and Ham shake their right arm 2x.
Dot and Ham shake their left arm 2x.
Dot and Ham shake their right leg 2x.
Dot and Ham shake their left leg 2x.
Dot and Ham shake their right arm 1x.
Dot and Ham shake their left arm 1x.
Dot and Ham shake their right leg 1x.
Dot and Ham shake their left leg 1x.
Dot and Ham shake their whole bodies.
Dot and Ham freeze into a TADA pose.
THE KIDS (v.o.)
TADA!
Bye!
The animated yellow and white curtain closes over Dot
and Ham.
THE END.
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Research Scripts

Before entering room:
Hi, my name is Christina and this is my friend Sabrina. We are
students at Tufts University, and we brought an episode of a brand
new television show that has been created for children your age.
The show is called: Big Top Fitness. When you watch this episode,
you might want to talk or move your bodies. That's okay. We'll
watch the episode 2 times and then Sabrina and I will ask you
some questions about the show. Would you like to watch this
episode of Big Top Fitness?
Before turning on the DVD:
I’m about to turn on the episode of Big Top Fitness. We'll watch
the episode 2 times and then Sabrina and I will ask you some
questions about the show. Sabrina and I have some work to do, so
don’t worry about us. I’ll start the DVD when everybody looks at
the television screen.
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Date:
Episode:
School:
B: ________ G: ________
Big Top Fitness Group Interview
1. (hold up picture of Dot) This is Dot. Would you like to play with Dot:
A lot
A little
Not at all
Why/why not?

2. (hold up picture of Ham) This is Ham. Would you like to play with
Ham:
A lot
A little
Not at all
Why/why not?

3. What was the best part of the show we just saw? Why did you like
that part?
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4. What part of the show did you not like very much? Why not?

5. Did this show want to make you want to get up and play?
A lot
A little
Not at all
Why/why not?

6. Would you like to watch more episodes of Big Top Fitness?
A lot
A little
Not at all
Why/why not?
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